Appendix 5.9h
Construction Phase Sediment Plume Modelling Results – Sensitivity Test – Wet Season
Maximum Mid-Depth SS Elevations, Spring-Neap Cycle (Sensitivity Test)
Upper: Unmitigated Scenario; Lower: Mitigated Scenario (with Slit Curtain only)
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Average Mid-Depth SS Elevations, Spring–Neap Cycle (Sensitivity Test)

Upper: Unmitigated Scenario; Lower: Mitigated Scenario (with Slit Curtain only)
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Maximum Bottom SS Elevations, Spring–Neap Cycle (Sensitivity Test)

Upper: Unmitigated Scenario; Lower: Mitigated Scenario (with Silt Curtain only)
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Maximum Sedimentation Flux, Spring–Neap Cycle (Sensitivity Test)
Upper: Unmitigated Scenario; Lower: Mitigated Scenario (with Silt Curtain only)
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PT/Detailed/Plot: Wet-ST.ssn
Average Sedimentation Flux, Spring–Neap Cycle (Sensitivity Test)
Upper: Unmitigated Scenario; Lower: Mitigated Scenario (with Silt Curtain only)